“Shane Shamrock Memorial Cup
VXII” Night 1 - 7.14.17
MCW PRO WRESTLING · FRIDAY, JULY 14, 2017

Night one of the “Shane Shamrock Memorial Cup” is done! Take a peek at the results
before heading to night two on Saturday, July 15 at MCW Arena, 1000 Joppa Farm
RD in Joppa, MD:
In a four-way qualifier for the Cup, Brandon Scott pinned Lor Diaz, also beating
Anthony Bowens and Matt Macintosh.
As they met to address their long standing rivalry, Lio Rush pinned Ken Dixon.
In a second qualifier, Joey Janela pinned Maxwell Jacob Feinstein with Alice McClery.
After the match, Dante Caballero’s El Diablo Toro was setting up Cabellero’s drink
station. MJF went to take Dante’s drink. Dante and MJF had words until security
broke it up.
For the MCW Rage TV Title, despite Greg Excellent winning the match, it was by
disqualification from the interference of MJF, leaving Dante Caballero with the belt.
After the match, MJF threw Dante’s drink at his bartender.
In a third qualifier, Shaheem Ali pinned his Coast2Coast partner LSG, in a wellfought contest.
In what was supposed to be a fourth qualifier featuring Joe Keys and Robert Locke,
GM Philip Stamper came out to give a note to the ring announcer informing the
crowd Locke was not medically cleared to wrestler. Locke was so incensed, it
brought out MCW owner Dan McDevitt to address Locke, including bringing Mick
Foley to finally Rob up. Dan then introduced Locke’s replacement, Joey Matthews
(fka Joey Mercury - WWE Universe).
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In the last qualifier, Anthony Henry and Josh TheGoods Woods went to a time limit
draw. GM Stamper informed the ring announcer that neither man could advance,
per the official rules.
The Rock 'N' Roll Express: Ricky Morton and Robert Gibson defeated The
Appalachian Outlaws (Hoss Hagood and Bo Nekoda) w/ JP Callahan.
For the MCW Heavyweight championship, Sean Studd retained his title, in spite of
losing to Marcellus Prime by DQ when special enforcer Napalm Bomb interfered. As
a melee ensued after the match with The Winners Circle interfering, Lio Rush and
Joey Matthews came out to even the score.

***Night 2 next page***
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“Shane Shamrock Memorial Cup
XVII” Night 2 Results - 7.15.17
MCW PRO WRESTLING · SATURDAY, JULY 15, 2017

On Facebook LIVE, Joe Keys and LSG, two competitors from last night's qualifying
matches who did not advance had a an extremely solid match that ended with LSG
getting a pinfall on Keys.
Also on Facebook LIVE, The Winners Circle (Rayo and Jeremiah) w/ The Winner,
Andy Vinebergg defeated The Hell Cats (Jimmy Starz and Sexy Steve). However,
after the match, the entrance music of Black Wall Street played and Drolix ran to the
ring, with his knee in a heavy metal brace, to go after Jeremiah, who injured his knee
several months ago. Rayo pulled Jeremiah out of the ring and ran to the back for
safety.
But, as seen in a promo on Facebook, The Hell Cats are extremely frustrated with
their night.
As the formal event began, GM Philip Stamper began to address the previous night's
time limit draw and the need for a sixth and final entrant into the finals, until Vickie
Guerrero interrupted with a recognizable, "Excuse Me" and stated with her
experience, she had a perfect idea, a last chance battle royal to begin right then.
Anthony Henry was named the final entrant into the Shamrock Cup after the last
chance Battle Royal.
In a hard fought contest, Anthony Bowens - Vigilante pinned Matt Macintosh.
As WWE Hall of Famer Ricky "The Dragon" Steamboat addressed the crowd, talking
about some of his favorite times in Baltimore, he was interrupted by Robert Locke,
who was upset he was not able to compete the previous night and demanded action
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in the ring, which Steamboat was more than happy to provide! As Locke was sent
packing after a flurry of action from the Hall of Famer, Steamboat continued
speaking until WWE Hall of Famer, The Godfather entered the ring with his Ho
Train. But shortly after, Rock N Bowl Express came out saying Sonny Kiss "The
Concrete Rose" was the best in all of Baltimore. Rock N Bowl tried to attack The
Godfather, but he quickly dispatched them, delivering a Ho Train to all three
members. Kiss then joined in dancing with the Ho Train.
In a three-way dance for the MCW Rage TV Title, after champion Dante Caballero
tried to get himself DQed in the match with Greg Excellent and Maxwell Jacob
Friedman, MJF capitalized on the moment, after Excellent cannonballed Dante in the
corner, pushing Excellent out of the ring, and pinned Caballlero to become the new
MCW Rage TV champion!
In a no DQ, no countout match, when Napalm and Big Sean Studd tried to escape
Bruiser and Marcellus Prime, a chase ensued and everything no nailed down was
used in the resulting fight. Bruiser brought Napalm back in the ring and got a tap out
victory. Bruiser then put Vineberg through a table and a trash can.
Coming back from intermission, it was announced that MCW Pro Wrestling
champion Sean Studd would defend again Bruiser in a Stairway to Hell match at
"Tribute to the Legends" on September 30.
In a grudge rematch, Ryan King McBride faced Ken Dixon. When Dixon tried to use
an explosed turnbuckle, McBride reversed Ken into it, following up with a splitlegged moonsault for a pin on Dixon.
For the MCW Tag Team Titles, champions Guns 4 Hire (Paul Jordane and Bill Collier)
retained over former champions The Ecktourage (Eric Chapel and Dirty Money) w/
Kevin Eck. After the match, Chapel and Eck blamed Money for the loss, attacking
Dirty Money. To note, FED UP (George Jenkins and Chris Swann) sat in the front row
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during the match, spitting beer in the faces of Guns 4 Hire...leading security to
remove FED UP from the building.
In the Finals of the 2017 Shane Shamrock Memorial Cup, it started as a hard fought
contest between Joey Matthews, Shaheem Ali, Joey Janela, Brandon Scott, Anthony
Henry, and Lio Rush. During the match, Matthews ankle appeared to be injured, but
wanted to stay in the match. When the match came down to Matthews and Rush,
athletic trainer staff checked on Joey, removing his boot, Matthews stated he wished
to continue. Rush then tried to show support by taking off his boot. While the ref's
back was turned, Matthews hit a low blow and butterfly DDT to pin Rush! Joey then
ran to the back. This brought in MCW Pro Wrestling owner Dan McDevitt who
berated Matthews for his action. Matthews demanded at our next event McDevitt
would present the trophy to him in person, explaining he's fooled much smarter
people.
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